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The second book in Veronica Ross' popular Divergent series, Rebels, will soon come to the theater. If you don't remember the plot points, or if you haven't read (Aegi), this catch-up guide will review the most important details and provide ideas for lively discussions with your library patrons. Let yourself know (Note: The
spoilers ahead! tri parts, in a word: Divergent: Beatrice (Tris) chooses to join the nasty factions of her society rather than remain with her parents in the abduction. After passing through the start of Dauntless, Tris and fellow Dauntless member Four discover the Eldit plan to overthrow the abduction using Dauntless as a
mind-controlled foot soldier. Rebels: Still fleeing the death of her parents, Tris is struggling to unite factions against the tyrannical Janine Matthews and her Eldit followers. Aristo: Tris and Four move out of the fence, where they discover the secret behind the factions that divide their society. Do you want to know when
and what will happen? While seeking the evacuation of the Amity Compound from Eldit, Tris tells Amity's leader that Eldit attacked the Abegnation to steal the confidential information that Abegnation had kept secret for years. Tris is determined to discover the truth about this information. When the Amity Compound is
invaded by Eldit and Dauntless traitors, Tris and her boyfriend, Four (also known as Tobias) escapes and returns to the city where they encounter groups without factions. They meet Evelyn, the mother of Tobias, a leader without factions. Tris is surprised not only to discover that Evelyn is still alive, but also to discover
that Tobias has known about her whereabouts for a while. Evelyn discusses with them her desire to overthrow Eldit. Tris and Four leave for Candor headquarters to find Dauntless members who are not on Eldit's side. Under the serum of truth, Tris admits that she killed Will. After Dauntless's traitor attack against Candor
headquarters, Tris and her friends discovered that many members of Candor and Dauntless were shot with needles wired them for multiple simulations. When Candor's leader decides to negotiate a peace with Janine, Dauntless returns to his headquarters. Under mind control, Tris' friend Marlene jumps off the roof to her
death after announcing that more people will die if The Divergent doesn't come to Eldit headquarters. She promises that Four won't do it, but Tris turns herself into Eldit. She will take a series of tests to help them make mind control serum that works for divergents. Tris meets his brother Kaleb and learns that he has
always helped Eldit. After Tris attacked Janine, sheHe was sentenced to death. When Peter, who is currently helping Eldit, administers the serum of death, Tris believes that she will die, but Peter uses the serum that seems to be dead to repay her to save his life. Peter helps her and Tobias escape from Eldit
headquarters. They will head to the former headquarters of The Abegnation, and Dauntless will join the faction Les and attack Eldit. Tris only pretends to accept the group's attack plan. Instead, she discovers the precious secret of the Abegnation and decides to save Eldit's knowledge before it is destroyed in the attack.
She went to Amity with Marcus, where she received help from refugee Eldit. Together, they secretly break into Eldite headquarters, Tris invades Janine's secret laboratory, and she finds Dantless leader Tori trying to kill Janine. Tris fights Tori to save Janine's life and get secret information from her, but Tori still managed
to kill Janine. Her loyalty in question, Tris is wary. Evelyn announces the end of the faction and declares that he will be the only de facto ruler without the faction. It is not known to Evelyn, but the four forced Caleb to access confidential information and they broadcast it to all. Tris is shocked to hear a woman explain that
due to the extreme fall of the world, a faction was created and its members were placed in the wall to live more peacefully. When a large number of divergents are detected in a walled city, people must come into contact with the outside world. The woman added that she would be one of the members of this new society,
and her name was Edith Priole (also Tris's last name). Keywords, people, places to know! He leads dantoles traitors to Johanna Reyes, Camdall headquarters: spokesman for the Amity Jack Kang: Candor leader Edward: a former member of The Dauntless knitted by Peter. Tris and Four discover him living among the
rebels without factions: according to Eldit member Fernando, the rebels are against established authority that is not necessarily seen as engaging your readers behaviitive: the question of the book debate is the right to feel guilty about killing even though she did it in self-defense. Tris lies to Tobias in the book when she
doesn't want to tell him her opinion on how to proceed in the fight against Eldit. Do you think her actions are justified? Tris and Tobias are said to like each other because they are not so nice. Do you agree that they are not nice?What do you think about Evelyn's right to seek power from other factions after being
oppressed for a long time? If at some point she let them go, she'll wonder who she is without them. But when Tris left the Abegnation for Dauntless, she didn't expect to see her parents again and showed no grief about it. What is the difference between the current situation and the difference? If you were Christina, would
you be angry with Tris for killing Will? Tris and Peter agree that they are both bad. Were they right? Were you surprised to learn that Caleb is still loyal to Eldit? Do you have the right to trust Marcus? How did you think the faction ended up in the city? Despite speculation, author Veronica Ross said Edgar was not of a
potential love interest for Tris. Characters in books that are likely not to appear in the film: Susan, Robert, Zeke, Shona, Fernando, Kara. Unlike the Divergent filmed in Chicago, the rebels were filmed in Atlanta and spent only a few days in Chicago. Two actresses, Naomi Watts as Evelyn and Octavia Spencer as
Johanna, were cast, and British model Suki Waterhouse appeared as Marlene. In the book, sad Tris cuts her hair to her chin. After cutting her hair short for her role in The Star's Shortcomings, actress Sheilene Woodley didn't want to wear a wig for the rebels, so Tris would have a pixie haircut in the movie instead. The
third Alegiant in the series is divided into two films according to the trend of the color of other popular YA movies (released in 2016 and 2017). Divergent has sold more than USD 288 million worldwide, one of the few box office successes in recent YA movies. Advice to your readers: Book recommendations Are your
patrons still seeking more romantic, action-packed books like Rebels? Jennifer Staven Hatch is a NoveList librarian and former staff member. She lives now.
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